
Global Collaboration Sits at the 
Heart of Self-Reliant India

The tall promise of self-reliance cannot happen without 
global collaborations. Even though India has become the 
world’s second-largest manufacturer of PPEs, the rhetoric 
will have little impact on healthcare in the absence of quality 
products. Take, for instance, reports have emerged claim-
ing, many PPE kits do not even adhere GS1 global 
standards being used by all manufacturers of genuine prod-
ucts. There is a reason why global products have long domi-
nated the healthcare sector. Here’s the big question— can 
we afford quality lapses just to speed up production? 
Read More

Coronavirus Cases

Marking the highest record in testing in a 
single day, India conducted over two 
lakh COVID-19 tests today (as on 
Wednesday afternoon). The Indian 
Council of Medical Research (ICMR) 
of�cials also said they are raising the 
tests to three lakh a day with private and 
government labs working in tandem. 
Read More

In what could mean a ray of hope for 
Mumbai, the latest reports said that 
Covid-19 peak must have passed in 
Mumbai and the numbers are now 
expected to fall. 
Read More

Highlights

A day after the AYUSH ministry asked 
Patanjali to take down the advertise-
ments promoting the ayurvedic medicine 
by the company that claims to cure 
COVID-19, the Ministry of AYUSH has 
asked the company to provide the 
authorities with important details like the 
hospitals where the trials took place, 
composition of the medicines, results of 
the research and more.
Read More
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Underlining the Need for PPP: Now, More than Ever
From providing sanitizers in bulk to companies donating surgi-
cal masks to the state governments, India has bene�tted 
signi�cantly by joining forces with private players. Global �rms 
stepped up in this time of crisis to ensure India’s needs are met 
to �ght COVID-19. What we need to understand at this point 
is, we must look at better policies that promote Public-Private 
Partnership (PPP), boost trade and support communities. 
Read More

Policy Matters

India

Global

*Figures as on 24 June, 2020

Confirmed
457,656

Deaths
14,505

Recovered
259,143

Confirmed
9,385,295

Deaths
480,437

Recovered
5,072,633

https://www.financialexpress.com/opinion/indias-medical-needs-global-collaboration-matters-now-more-than-ever/2001635/
http://www.businessworld.in/article/Public-Private-Collaboration-Need-Of-The-Hour-To-Combat-COVID-19/23-06-2020-290137/
https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/ayush-ministers-reaction-to-ramdevs-patanjalis-covid-19-drug-claims-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-2251330
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/over-2-lakh-coronavirus-tests-done-in-last-24-hours-says-icmr-11592984561638.html
https://mumbaimirror.indiatimes.com/mumbai/cover-story/citys-covid-peak-may-have-passed/articleshow/76541200.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cpps
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The #PatanjaliAyurved trial enrolled 120 
COVID+mildly ill patients & looked at 
viral clearance and decrease in IL-6 
levels as endpoints. IL‐6—the indicator 
of severe in�ammation & cytokine 
storm—is unlikely to be elevated early 
in these patients. How would the drug 
impact it?

SP Kalantri
@spkalantri

Is the worst over for #Mumbai? Though 
numbers have dropped, not the time to 
rejoice yet, feels the #TaskForce. 
@lata_MIRROR reports. #coronavirus 
#Corona #COVID19India #coronainmaha-
rashtra #BMC

Ketki Angre
@ketkiangre

ICMR has approved 1,000 #COVID19 
testing labs all across India. There was 
only one government lab at the beginning 
of the year. #IndiaFightsCorona. #ICMR-
FightsCovid19

ICMR
@ICMRDELHI

‘Country of Origin’ on GeM to ‘Promote Vocal for Local’
The government has made it mandatory for sellers to regis-
ter their products by also giving details about the country of 
its origin, on Government e-Marketplace. The move is here 
to give domestic players a chance to promote their prod-
ucts under the ‘Make in India’ banner. In what looks like 
setting the momentum for ‘Vocal for Local’, the decision 
could set a new paradigm for local manufacturers. 
Read More

Japan’s New Battle for Vaccine Trials 
There is no denying that Japan has done quite well in 
contracting the spread and tackled the disease better than 
many other developed countries. However, this has also 
led to a delay in conducting clinical trials required for a 
vaccine. The decreasing number of infection cases also 
means fewer people for trials. The world is still awaiting 54 
COVID-19 related clinical trials from the country which are 
in the patient recruitment phase.
Read More

On the Global Front 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/mandatory-for-sellers-to-mention-country-of-origin-on-products-for-gem-platform-govt/story-uDP2302s2V2hy2Ju7cWBFN.html
https://www.livemint.com/news/world/japan-s-different-problem-it-cannot-find-enough-coronavirus-patients-11592984801372.html
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